All available data on the microwave spectra of carbonyl sulfide and hydrogen cyanide are critically reviewed and tabulated. Molecular data such as rotational constants, centrifugal distortion constants, dipole moments, hyperfine coupling constants, and structural parameters are also tabulated. All rotational transitions from 100 MHz to 300 GHz that are deemed likely to be of interest to radio astronomers are calculated and tabulated along with their estimated 95 percent confidence limits. Microwave mea· surements are tabulated for most isotopic species and for many of the lower vibrational states. For both carbonyl sulfide and hydrogen cyanide a bibliography is given which includes nearly all the spectro· scopic work reported in the literature. For each molecule a bibliography of related astrophysical papers is also given.
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Introduction
The present tables are part of a series of critical reviews which are intended to update and revise the existing tabulated literature on the microwave spectra of molecules a1ready identified in interstellar observa~ tions. Although this review is designed to fulfill the needs of radio astronomers, it is expected that other workers may find such a review useful; consequently an effort has been made to include all microwave measurements made on all isotopes of OCS and HCN. No attempt has been made to include all types of spectral or structural measurements which have been made on these molecules although the references do include many papers on line width measurements and infrared measurements as well as microwave measurements.
Radio astronomers will be primarily interested in tables 5, 6, and 7 for oes and table 16 for HeN. This review covers all the information available as of July 1, 1973. In using these tables the reader is cautioned to remember that all observed transitions are tabulated even though the ob5eTvation5 arc in some cases outdated and consequently less accurate than the calculated transition frequencies. Every effort has been made to fairly evaluate the error limits or uncertainties assigned to the listed observations even though the original publications were often remiss in providing that information. In some cases where uncertainties were given in the original publication we have taken the liberty of using a different uncertainty based on more recent work.
Wherever possible the data were combined in a least squares analysis in which each measurement was weighted by the inverse squate of its estimated uncertainty. In only a few cases were sufficient data available to form a statistical basis for estimating the reliability of the rotational constants and of transitions calculated from those constants. In all other cases the uncertainties were estimated in a more subjective fashion from the uncertainties given for the measure-ments· and from consideratIons such as the model error caused by the omission of higher order terms. The uncertainties quoted .in the tables are equivalent to a ·95 percent confidence level (about two standard deviations ).
The molecular constants given in the tables are quoted with enough significant figures to allow one to reproduce the original fit to the observed transitions without reduction in accuracy due to round-off. This is done for the sake of consistency even though the estimated standard deviations may indicate that the constants are known with much less accuracy.
A full descz:iption of the theory of rotational spectra (including equations relating the rotational constants to the measured transitions) is given in a number of texts which discuss microwave· spectroscopy, but the books by Townes and Schawlow [1] J. Phys. Chem. Ref. Data, Vol. 3, No.1, 1974 and Cook [2] are particularly thorough and use notation whjch is consistent· with that used in these tables.
One exception is the .description of l-type resonance (not to be confused with l-type doubling) which is not covered in most texts but is described in ref. 3 in conjunction with the measurements on HCN and DCN given in tables 22 and 23.
Many of the tables give rotational constants or transition frequencies for different vibrational states. According to the convention set forth in ref. 4 , the notation that should be used for asymmetric linear triatomic molecules is as fa11aws: VI Tf~pres.ents the higher frequency stretching vibration, V2 represents the bending vibration, and Va represents the lower frequency stretching vibration. This notation is used throughout these tables even though the primary reference sources have not followed the above convention, hut have reversed the meaning of V1 and Va·
In general these tables avoid the use of calculated constants or transitions except where they are a direct result of experimental measurements. A notable exception is the tabulation of rotational constants (tables 1 ;) 4 13 and 15) where it was necessary to CUITt:ct f~r ;h~ effect of centrifugal distortion even when the observed transitions did not provide a measure of the distortion constant. In the case of HeN the observed centrifugal distortion was in perfect agreement with that calculated in ref. 5 Unlike other papers in this series, the present tables do not tabulate line strengths other than the relative intensities of the quadrupole hyperfine components of resolved transitions. This is because the line strength (S) is a simple function of the quantum numbers as follows:
The Einstein coefficient A (J' , J"), which is the probability of a spontaneous transition in one second from the upper state J' to the lower state }". is given by ] ]639 X ]0-241 ';1 28(/' J") Components of the magnetic susceptibility tensor which are respectively perpendicular and parallel to the molecular axis. Magnetic susceptibility anisotropy. Components of the molecular G tensor which are respectively perpendicular and parallel to the molecular axis. gl. is sometimes denoted g or gJ for linear molecules in the ground state. Anisotropy of the molecular G tensor perpendicular to the molecular axis. Spin rotation constant related to nucleus x. Spin-spin interaction constant between nucleus x and nucleus y. Parentheses in the numerical llstings contain measured or estimated uncertainties. These should be interpreted as: 1.409 The (0.083) - 1.409 (83) [3] A. G. Maki and D. R. Lide, J. Chern. Phys. 47, 3206 (1967) .
"Microwave and Infrared Measurements on HCN and DCN: Observations on [.Type Reasonance Doublets."
[4] R. S. Mulliken, J. Chern. Phys. 23, 1997 Phys. 23, (1955 . "Report on Notation fo1' the Spectra of Poly atomic Molecules."
[5] T. Nakagawa and Y. Morino, J. Mol. Spectrosc. 31, 208 (1969 [-doublet transitions given in tables 11 and 12 are extremely weak at or below room temperature, they include only the range of transitions observed in the laboratory. Tables 8, 9, and 10 also include only those transitions observed in the laboratory. Should one wish to predict 'other transitions, they can be calculated by using the constants given in tables 1,3, or 4.
For those molecules which contain 170, 35S, or 33S, tables 8· and 10 give observed transitions due to the different quadrupole components. In table B· the calculated quadrupole splittings and relative intensities are also given. The calculated unsplit frequencies are given opposite the J quantum numbers.
, In keeping with tht> commonly accepted convention in molecular spectroscopy, Ihe funda· mental frequencies and vibrational energies are frequently expressed in their wavenumber fem-') equivalents. The actual frequency in units of hertz may be obtained by multiplying the numbers in the8c tables by the speed of light expressed in centimeters per second. Energies are obtained by multiplying the frequencies by Planck's constant. 
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